
Become an observer in 8 steps
Learn the sky in a general sense
Do you know why objects rise in the east and set in the 
west? (Earth rotates.) Or why different constellations 
appear in each season’s sky? (Earth orbits the Sun.) You’ll 
also want to read up on Moon phases so you’ll know the 
darkest times to observe. Also, become familiar with at 
least a few major star patterns in each season.

Try equipment before you buy
You can test-drive telescopes by attending an observing 
session or star party hosted by an astronomy club. Take 
your time, ask lots of questions, and you’ll soon enjoy a 
lifetime of viewing pleasure through your very own scope.

Pick your observing site carefully
If you’re content with observing the Sun, Moon, and 
planets, any spot will do. To see faint objects like galaxies, 
however, you’ll need a dark site. Some things to consider 
are light pollution, driving distance, the size of your tele-
scope, safety, and weather factors.

Double your observing time with the Sun
Night isn’t the only time you can sky watch. The Sun 
beckons because it’s big, bright, and its features change. 
Put safety first by using an approved solar filter, and even 
a small scope will deliver high-quality views.

Comfort is everything
This means a lot more than just keeping warm. 
Specifically, try to sit while you’re observing. You’ll spend 
more time at the eyepiece, and you’ll enjoy it more.

Keep a log
You’ll want to remember what you’ve seen. A simple log 
contains the date and time of your observations, sky con-
ditions, what object(s) you saw, and a brief description.

Become a social astronomer
Visit a planetarium. Attend a star party. Observe with 
others. Join your local astronomy club and attend meet-
ings and observing sessions. And join the Astronomy 
Foundation and volunteer to help out at events.

Observe everything!
While your scope may be best suited for a particular type 
of object, you can view any object through any scope. So 
why not view them all? We live in a rich universe.

Expanding 
Astronomy 
Awareness

Join the fight for  
amateur astronomy!
It’s time to get a new generation excited about 
amateur astronomy. The Astronomy Foundation 
is a nonprofit organization comprising indi-
viduals, institutions, clubs, and businesses. Our 
aim is to spread interest in astronomy to young 
people who may never have looked through 
a telescope or realized their place in the cos-
mos. Through a wide range of activities, the 
foundation will spread interest and enthusiasm 
for amateur astronomy as we hold stargazing 
events, promote classroom activities, develop 
educational materials, and share the fun of 
observing the universe from our own backyard. 

Calling Generations X and Y
Interest in science in the United States is wan-
ing. Too many members of Generation Y (those 
who are now ages 10 to 28) and the younger 
half of Generation X (now ages 29 to 39) feel 
supercharged by TV, movie, and video game 
entertainment but lack substantive interest in 
reality-based activities as well as interest in any-
thing that’s a serious, intellectual activity. Rather 
than waiting for a transformation to drop from 
the sky, the foundation wants to initiate change 
by bringing astronomy to the people. 

For more information, visit
www.astronomyfoundation.org



Foundation activities
To accomplish its goals, the foundation will 
undertake a program of activities including:

1. Promoting sidewalk astronomy nights in major 
cities. With the help of enthusiastic astronomy clubs, 
the foundation will coordinate star party nights under  
the name “Discover the Universe” in urban areas such as  
New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago. These events will 
give many people their first look at the Moon, Saturn,  
and double stars. The foundation also will provide  
helpful literature that will excite newcomers about  
the astronomy hobby.

2. Creating videos that ease people into astronomy. 
The foundation’s website will host videos that explain  
the basics of amateur astronomy: how to observe the  
night sky, how to choose the right equipment, how to  
find sky objects, and so forth. For more information,  
visit www.astronomyfoundation.org.

3. Coordinating outreach efforts with astronomy 
groups and star parties. The foundation will help with 
organization and publicity for astronomy get-togethers and 
group functions by providing materials and guidance to clubs 
and other groups.

4. Increasing the presence of astronomy in schools. 
Even teachers interested in astronomy in secondary schools 
have little time to devote to it. The foundation will produce 
and distribute videos about astronomy, observing, and how 
to use telescopes and other equipment to engage and enliven 
current science curricula.

5. Spreading interest in astronomy through social 
media. A new generation of astronomy enthusiasts will ulti-
mately come largely through outlets such as Facebook and 
Twitter, where Generations X and Y spend much of their 
time. The foundation will actively pursue a presence and 
activities on social media outlets.

6. Providing publicity and exposure for events. The 
AF will promote astronomy events through our partnerships 
with the industry related publications. Announcements and 
schedules for many events and activities will appear in maga-
zines and on websites.

7. And more … 
The foundation also will create an astronomy network on the 
Web, sponsor and promote star parties for the public, attend 
and support non-astronomy-related science and educational 
events, bring together telescope-industry expertise and 
resources to market astronomy, promote and support astrono-
my education, and create partnerships with astronomy clubs. 

The vision
The foundation will spread astronomy 
awareness among the public by:
• introducing many people to astronomy
• showing them how easy it is to see  

celestial objects
• encouraging them to actively participate 

as hobbyists
• enlightening them with a cosmic  

perspective
• helping them choose equipment and 

learn to use it
• coordinating and promoting educational 

outreach efforts
• establishing partnerships to achieve 

mutual goals
• obtaining grants and scholarships to 

fund our efforts

Get involved
The foundation offers five levels of membership:

Friend, free: includes a monthly newsletter

Supporter, $25 per year: members receive the month-
ly newsletter and an official Astronomy Foundation 
shirt or hat

Advocate, $250 per year: groups receive the above 
benefits plus their logo on the foundation’s website, 
use of the AF logo on promotional materials, and 
access to foundation events

Sponsor, $1,000 per year: all the above benefits plus 
prime website placement, eligibility to serve on the 
Board of Directors, access to planning meetings, and 
a vote in the foundation’s direction

Partner, $2,500 per year: all the above benefits plus 
prominent logo placement on the foundation’s website 
home page and premium placement on foundation 
marketing materials
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TelescopeThe Astronomy Foundation’s  
mission

To stimulate greater public interest in  
astronomy and to assist everyone in becoming 

more engaged in activities that allow them  
to learn more about the universe.

For more information, visit

www.astronomyfoundation.org


